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Key Points: 

 Brown carbon forcing on snow is larger than in previous modeling studies and is 

comparable to the snow darkening effect of black carbon. 

 Northern Asia, Southeast Asia, and Southern Africa are the largest source contributors to 

global brown carbon snow darkening effect. 

 Seasonal brown carbon is closely correlated with snow processes in the model, indicating 

the importance of aerosol-snow feedbacks. 
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Abstract 

Snow and ice albedo reduction due to deposition of absorbing particles (snow darkening effect 

(SDE)) warms the Earth system and is largely attributed to black carbon (BC) and dust. 

Absorbing organic aerosol (BrC) also contributes to SDE but has received less attention due to 

uncertainty and challenges in model representation. This work incorporates the SDE of 

absorbing organic aerosol (BrC) from biomass burning and biofuel sources into the Snow Ice and 

Aerosol Radiative (SNICAR) model within a variant of the Community Earth System Model 

(CESM). Additionally, 12 different emission regions of BrC and BC from biomass burning and 

biofuel sources are tagged to quantify the relative contribution to global and regional SDE. BrC 

global SDE (0.021–0.056 Wm-2 over land area, 0.0061–0.016 Wm-2 over global area) is larger 

than other model estimates, corresponding to 37%–98% of the SDE from BC. When compared to 

observations, BrC simulations have a range in median bias (-2.5%–+21%), with better agreement 

in the simulations that include BrC photochemical bleaching. The largest relative contributions 

to global BrC SDE are traced to Northern Asia (23%–31%), Southeast Asia (16%–21%), and 

South Africa (13%–17%). Transport from Southeast Asia contributes nearly half of the regional 

BrC SDE in Antarctica (0.084–0.3 Wm-2), which is the largest regional input to global BrC SDE. 

Lower latitude BrC SDE is correlated with snowmelt, in-snow BrC concentrations, and snow 

cover fraction, while polar BrC SDE is correlated with surface insolation and snowmelt. This 

indicates the importance of in-snow processes and snow feedbacks on modeled BrC SDE. 

Plain Language Summary 

Bright surfaces like snow and ice reflect some of the sun’s light back to space, leading to less 

surface warming. These reflective surfaces can be coated by light absorbing particles such as 

soot and dust, reducing their reflectivity and speeding up the warming of the climate. “Brown 

carbon” is another absorbing particle that also darkens these surfaces. Fewer studies have looked 

at this climate effect due to challenges in modeling brown carbon in the atmosphere and on 

snow. Here, a more detailed treatment of brown carbon from fires is added to a global climate 

model to understand how brown carbon affects snow reflectivity. This model also keeps track of 

where the brown carbon in smoke is released to understand how different parts of the world 

impact snow surfaces. One of the main findings of this work is that brown carbon is better at 

darkening snow surfaces than previous work has shown. When compared to soot–which is the 

strongest snow darkening agent–brown carbon has a comparable effect, ranging from around half 

to the same darkening of snow surfaces as soot. Additionally, brown carbon from large fires in 

close proximity to snow has largest impacts on snow reflectivity. 

1 Introduction 

Reduction of surface albedo of snow and ice due to absorbing aerosol deposition reduces 

the global cooling effect of these reflective surfaces (Clarke & Noone, 1985; Warren & 

Wiscombe, 1980). This “snow darkening effect” (SDE) increases the energy stored in the Earth 

system while also leading to a number of positive feedbacks that can accelerate snowmelt. There 

is high confidence that the reduced snow cover at lower elevations and global glacial recession 

are attributed to increasing global surface temperatures and subsequent increases in liquid 
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precipitation (Hock et al., 2019). Compounding these effects are the feedbacks associated with 

SDE, which have been correlated with earlier snow and glacier melt, reduced snow cover, 

decreased snow-water equivalent, and negative ice-sheet mass-balance (Painter et al., 2007; 

Rahimi et al., 2019, 2020; Skiles et al., 2012; Tedesco et al., 2011; C. Wu et al., 2018). 

Uncertainties still exist in estimations of SDE, and improving the representation of SDE in 

climate models can help clarify the future implications of reductions in the Earth’s cryosphere. 

These include increasing temperature in historically snow and ice covered regions (Boucher et 

al., 2013), sea level rise (Hugonnet et al., 2021; Nerem et al., 2018), and impacts on population 

centers that depend on mountain snowpack for water and power (Jiao et al., 2014; D. Liu et al., 

2020); Meredith et al., 2019; Hock et al., 2019). 

 A variety of light-absorbing particles (LAPs) are responsible for this SDE 

including dust, soot (black carbon (BC)), and absorbing organic carbon (brown carbon (BrC)). 

The degree to which these LAPs impact snow and ice albedo, and therefore the climate, is still 

uncertain due to the challenges in modeling atmospheric aerosol lifecycle (Jiao et al., 2014; D. 

Liu et al., 2020), aerosol optical properties (Brown et al., 2021; C. He et al., 2015; Potenza et al., 

2016; Saleh, 2020), and aerosol processing and feedbacks within snowpack (Flanner et al., 2012; 

He et al., 2018a, 2018b; Schwarz et al., 2013). BC is considered the greatest snow albedo forcing 

agent, with a forcing “efficacy” (i.e., the change in global mean temperature per unit radiative 

forcing (Hansen et al., 2005)) ~2-4 times that of CO2 (Bond et al., 2013; Flanner et al., 2007; 

Hansen et al., 2007). BC is directly emitted (i.e., a primary aerosol) into the atmosphere from 

high temperature flaming combustion of anthropogenic and natural sources. It absorbs strongly 

in all wavelengths of visible light (i.e., weak wavelength dependence), has a high vaporization 

temperature (4000˚ K), and is insoluble in water and organic solvents (Bond et al., 2013). When 

compared to dust, BC is ~50 times more absorbing per unit mass (Warren, 1984), but the SDE 

due to dust can exceed that of BC in regions more influenced by dust deposition (e.g., San Juan 

Mountains, Colorado and the Tibetan Plateau (Ming et al., 2013; Painter et al., 2007)). Fewer 

studies have estimated the impact of BrC, but measurements suggest that it may contribute as 

much as 20-50% of the particulate absorption on the surface of snow (Doherty et al., 2010) and 

may dominate the non-BC LAP contribution to SDE in the Arctic (Hegg et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, an increasing trend in organic carbon (OC) mass concentrations and increasing OC 

to BC mass ratio in ice cores dating back to 1990 suggest an increasing impact on SDE from BrC 
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(M. Wang et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2009). While co-emitted from many of the same combustion 

sources as BC, BrC has a more complex set of defining characteristics. 

 The term “brown carbon” describes a vast collection of light absorbing organic 

aerosol species directly emitted from lower temperature combustion conditions and formed via 

atmospheric chemical reactions (i.e., secondary organic aerosol (SOA)). These tend to absorb 

weakly in longer visible wavelengths but exhibit a sharp increase in absorption at short visible 

and UV wavelengths (i.e., strong wavelength dependent absorption) (Laskin et al., 2015; Saleh, 

2020). That being said, the optical properties, hygroscopicity, and volatility of BrC differ greatly 

depending on the fuel source and the burn conditions (Saleh et al., 2014). This has led to 

evidence of a BrC continuum (Adler et al., 2019; Saleh et al., 2018) ranging from higher 

wavelength dependence/higher solubility/higher volatility BrC species (e.g., secondary BrC), to 

lower wavelength dependence/lower solubility/lower volatility primary BrC species more similar 

to BC (Saleh, 2020). Additionally, the light absorption of BrC in the atmosphere can change over 

time, both decreasing due to photochemical oxidation and bleaching (Forrister et al., 2015; de Sá 

et al., 2019; X. Wang et al., 2016) and stabilizing/increasing due to nitrogen driven reactions (Li 

et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2017; Zhong & Jang, 2014).  

 Observations of LAP mass and absorption in snow are challenged by aerosol 

compositional diversity and measurement sensitivity. The climatically relevant reductions in 

snow albedo due to SDE tend to be below satellite detection limits (e.g., 1-3% reduction in snow 

albedo in the Arctic due to soot (Clarke & Noone, 1985)), and it is difficult to differentiate LAP 

effects from other environmental conditions that impact remotely measured surface albedo such 

as patchy snow, blowing snow, and thin cloud cover (Warren, 2013). This rules out remote 

sensing as a viable means of measuring large scale SDE with the exception of high impact 

deposition events (Gautam et al., 2013; Painter et al., 2012). The common approach is to 

measure the mass concentration and absorption of particles collected on filters from melted snow 

samples. The use of spectrally resolved absorption of aerosols on filters conveys information 

about the broadband aerosol absorption in snow as well as the relative fractions of different 

species in snow. Due to the low spatial coverage of these samples, chemical transport models 

(CTM) and Earth system models (ESM) provide valuable tools for estimating the global aerosol 

contributions to, and the global climate impact of, SDE due to LAPs. 
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 Models have evolved from simplified representations of SDE that applied fixed 

albedo reductions for BC over large global regions (Hansen & Nazarenko, 2004) to simulations 

that include additional species and in-snow post-depositional processes. The most advanced land 

and sea-ice models include snow feedback effects such as grain size evolution and changes in 

snow surface sublimation (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Koch et al., 2009), surface retention of 

hydrophobic aerosol due to melt (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Qian et al., 2014; Skeie et al., 2011), 

inclusion of in-snow dust (Flanner et al., 2009; Jacobson, 2012; Yasunari et al., 2014) and BrC 

(Jacobson, 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Tuccella et al., 2021; Yasunari et al., 2014); and consideration 

of polydisperse BC within ice grains (Flanner et al., 2012; C. He et al., 2018a, 2018b; H. Wang 

et al., 2020).  

 Within the literature, there are a many values for LAP SDE with a variety of 

assumptions made. Some values are reported as a radiative forcing (RF), which can be either an 

anthropogenic forcing (i.e., differences between preindustrial (PI) and present-day (PD) top of 

the atmosphere (TOA) flux, with and without consideration of LAP on snow), or the difference 

in PD TOA flux after allowing the atmosphere to reach some equilibrium state with the LAP 

surface albedo perturbation. Furthermore, some modeling studies only report LAP SDE over 

land snow and ice, while others include the LAP induced albedo reduction of sea ice. Recent 

studies estimate PD global BC SDE that range from 0.011 Wm-2 (scaled from land area to global 

mean; Lawrence et al., 2012) to 0.033 Wm-2 (Tuccella et al., 2021), and anthropogenic (i.e., PD-

PI) BC SDE that ranges from 0.04 (0.02–0.09) Wm-2 (Boucher et al., 2013) to 0.13 (0.04–0.33) 

Wm-2 (Bond et al., 2013). Dust SDE has received less attention due to its lower absorption and 

uncertainties in modeling emissions and optical properties, but PD global dust SDE are estimated 

at 0.0072-0.015 Wm-2 (Lawrence et al., 2012; Tuccella et al., 2021). While BC and dust are 

becoming more common in simulations of SDE, less confidence is attributed to BrC estimates of 

SDE, with current global estimates putting PD BrC SDE at a range of 0.0051 – 0.0095 Wm-2 

(Tuccella et al., 2021) and anthropogenic (i.e., PD-PI) BrC SDE at a range of 0.0011-0.0031 

Wm-2 (Lin et al., 2014). There is also evidence that LAPs influence the SDE of one another by 

changing the snow grain sizes and surface albedo over which the SDE are calculated. For 

example, the presence of dust can reduce BC SDE by 10–40% (Bond et al., 2013; Flanner et al., 

2009) and the presence of BrC on clean snowpack can have twice the radiative impact of BrC 

deposited on a snow surface with other impurities (Beres et al., 2020). 
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 Aerosol tagging methods similar to that used in this work have been applied 

extensively to address aerosol forcing and long-term trends over distinct global regions. These 

include the Arctic (Ren et al., 2020; H. Wang et al., 2014), China (Yang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 

2018a), United States (Yang et al., 2018b) and Europe (Yang et al., 2020). In addition to source 

tagging, this approach has also been used to understand emission sector (i.e., fossil fuels (FF), 

BB, BF) contributions to  aerosol burden and radiative forcing over the Tibetan Plateau (Zhang 

et al., 2015b) and western North America (Zhang et al., 2015a). 

 This work utilizes the Community Earth System Model (CESM) to present the 

first quantification of BrC SDE that includes temporal and spatial variation of BrC refractive 

index (RI) from varying source emissions and photochemical bleaching (Saleh et al., 2014; X. 

Wang et al., 2018). This is accomplished by adding deposition of BrC originating from BB and 

BF emission sectors with a RI that depends on fuel type and undergoes photochemical bleaching 

(Brown et al., 2018) to the Snow Ice and Aerosol Radiative (SNICAR; Flanner et al., 2007) 

model in CESM. The following sections validate our BrC implementation with surface 

observations, analyze the contributions to global SDE of BrC (with and without photochemical 

bleaching) from 12 global tagged source regions, and address the SDE impacts of BC and BrC in 

four major receptor regions in the Earth’s cryosphere. 

2 Model and Experiments 

 2.1 Model Description 

 This work uses the atmosphere component of version 1 of CESM, the Community 

Atmosphere Model version 5.4 (CAM5.4) (Hannay and Neale, 2015), coupled with the 

Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4) (Oleson et al., 2010)  – the same CESM version used 

by Brown et al. (2018). The CAM5.4 includes a two-moment stratiform cloud microphysics 

scheme to predict cloud mass and number mixing ratios of liquid and ice (Morrison & 

Gettelman, 2008) and a prognostic precipitation scheme (Gettelman et al., 2015). Dust aerosol 

size and optical property treatments are as described in Albani et al. (2014). This study also uses 

the four-mode version of the Modal Aerosol Module (MAM4) (X. Liu et al., 2016), where the 

lognormal modes are defined and referenced herein as: Aitken (0.015–0.053 μm, σ = 1. 8), 

accumulation (0.058–0.27 μm, σ = 1. 6), coarse (0.80–3.65 μm, σ = 1. 8), and primary carbon 

(0.039–0.13 μm, σ = 1. 6) modes. Within CLM4, the Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiative 
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(SNICAR) model is activated, which calculates changes in land-surface snow albedo due to BC 

and dust deposition as well as the resulting feedbacks that affect snow cover and snow grain size 

(Flanner et al., 2007, 2009). 

 2.2 Model Modifications 

 2.2.1 Treatment of Atmospheric BrC 

 This study includes the representation of BrC in CAM5.4 based on the approach 

described in Brown et al. (2018), which treats all POA from BB and BF as BrC, neglecting the 

contributions from FF POA. The absorption of BrC is limited to wavelengths of light ranging 

from 304–1010 nm and is parameterized based on the grid-cell BC-to-POA ratio from BB and 

BF sources following Saleh et al. (2014). Brown et al. (2018) also includes an option of the 

photochemical bleaching effect of BrC, where the BrC half-life depends on the hydroxyl radical 

concentration ([OH]) in each grid cell (X. Wang et al., 2018). This assumption matches observed 

BrC absorption decay (Forrister et al., 2015; X. Wang et al., 2016), but likely overestimates the 

decay of BrC because the solvent extraction methods used to measure BrC absorption miss the 

insoluble fraction of BrC in samples (Saleh, 2020). As a result, the two simulations with and 

without BrC bleaching can be thought of as low and high bounds, respectively, of BrC 

absorption in the atmosphere. While POA from BB and BF sources is parameterized in this 

study, SOA is not explicitly treated as BrC and does not undergo photochemical bleaching. That 

being said, the default SOA imaginary RI (Hess et al., 1998) can be considered weakly absorbing 

BrC, roughly equivalent to measurements of BrC from smoldering biomass combustion and 

SOA from biomass combustion (Saleh, 2020). 

 2.2.2 Carbonaceous Aerosol Tagging 

 Regional carbonaceous aerosol emissions are tagged in this model in order to understand 

the contributions of BC and BrC to SDE from different fuel sectors and different emission source 

regions. The aerosol tagging modifications to the code are an extension of those used in a 

number of studies addressing BC and other aerosol transport and climate impacts (Ren et al., 

2020; H. Wang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017, 2020; Yang et al., 2018a; Yang et al., 2018b; 

Zhang et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2015b). This work differs from the aforementioned studies in 

its tagging of POA in addition to BC. For BC and POA, emissions are separated into BB, BF, 

and FF emissions, where POA from BB and BF are treated as BrC. The BB and BF emissions for 
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BC and BrC are further separated into 12 source regions (Fig. 1). Table 1 describes source and 

regional tags for BC and POA. 

2.2.3 Treatment of BrC in the SNICAR Model 

 To quantify the BrC contribution to SDE, CESM has to be modified to pass information 

about BrC deposition and RI from CAM5.4 to SNICAR (within the land component CLM). 

SNICAR calculates instantaneous LAP SDE on land snow and ice by taking the difference in 

absorption of radiation with and without the LAP of interest in the same model simulation 

(Flanner et al., 2007). In CAM, aerosol species are separated into multiple, interactive size 

modes (X. Liu et al., 2012, 2016) while in SNICAR aerosol species are treated as either 

hygroscopic or hydrophilic particles for use in estimating meltwater scavenging efficiency 

(Flanner et al., 2007). This necessitates mass-weighting of the modal POA contributions to the 

BrC RI by source (BB and BF) and by region in CAM to ensure compatibility with CLM bulk 

organic aerosol (OC). Furthermore, differences in aerosol optical property calculations – online, 

parameterized Mie calculations in CAM versus offline, bulk aerosol optical property calculations 

in SNICAR – require additional steps to incorporate the temporally and spatially varied BrC 

optical properties into the SNICAR model. A brief description follows for how BrC is included 

in SNICAR, with a visual depiction of the process in Figure S1. 

 Modal aerosol must be converted to hydrophilic/hydrophobic OC in order to pass modal 

aerosol deposition flux from CAM to SNICAR. In the case of OC, this means that dry/wet 

deposition of cloud-borne and interstitial POA and SOA is converted into hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic OC. This is an issue when trying to parse out the BrC contribution to OC at the land 

surface, because only POA from BB and BF sources are treated as absorbing. To solve this 

problem, the bulk OC deposition flux is further separated into the following seven sources: 

hydrophobic POA (from BB, BF, and FF), hydrophilic POA (from BB, BF, and FF), and 

hydrophilic SOA. This is done for each species and source following the assumptions currently 

used in CESM for the conversion of modal to bulk aerosols: interstitial accumulation mode 

aerosol and all cloud-borne aerosol are hydrophilic, while interstitial primary carbon mode 

aerosol is hydrophobic. Each of these fluxes can then be used to calculate mass-weighted 

contributions to OC optical properties. 
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 Aerosol optical properties within CAM are calculated via parameterized Mie calculations 

for each aerosol species at each time step, wavelength band (14 shortwave and 16 longwave 

bands (0.2–12.195 µm and 3.08–1000.0 µm, respectively; Neale et al., 2012)), and grid-cell 

(Ghan & Zaveri, 2007). These calculations also take into account aerosol size and the assumption 

that aerosol species within each size mode are well-mixed internally (i.e., volume-weighted 

aerosol hygroscopicity and RI). For the SNICAR model, optical properties for in-snow LAPs are 

calculated offline using Mie calculations that assume a fixed size distribution and RI for each 

species. These optical properties are then calculated at wavelengths from 0.3 to 5.0 µm and 

spectrally weighted into 5 optical property bands (1 visible and 4 near-infrared).  

 The OC particles in SNICAR are a combination of BrC and non-absorbing sources of 

POA and SOA from CAM, and there is additional variation in the BrC RI depending on source 

and photochemical bleaching. Separation of BrC and non-absorbing OC in SNICAR is 

accounted for by weighting optical properties by deposition mass. The optical properties in 

question are a combined BB/BF BrC RI at 550 nm – scaled by modal and regional mass 

contributions from BB and BF – that is passed from CAM to SNICAR. Within SNICAR, a look-

up table (LU-RI) is generated that encompasses the possible range in BrC RI based on possible 

ranges in emitted BC/POA (0.01–0.5) and photochemical bleaching coefficients (1.0–0.25) 

(Brown et al., 2018). The BrC RI from CAM is matched to LU-RI, generating an index within 

the table of possible BrC RI where the transferred value lies. Similar lookup tables (LU-OP) are 

generated for the offline calculations of BrC optical properties (i.e., aerosol mass extinction, 

asymmetry parameter, and single scattering albedo) that span the full range of values of BrC RI 

across the full spectrum in SNICAR (0.3–5.0 µm). The index of the BrC RI from CAM in the 

LU-RI is matched to that of LU-OP, giving an optical property that takes into account 

photochemical bleaching effects and variation in emission BC/POA ratio. Because this method 

relies on the possible range in BrC RI as opposed to direct comparison of aerosol optical 

properties, it is independent of the different wave band resolutions and different aerosol size 

treatments between CAM and SNICAR.  

 This raises the second issue faced in passing BrC to the SNICAR model, which is that 

CAM considers evolving aerosol size distributions in its calculations of aerosol optical 

properties, while SNICAR assumes a fixed OC size distribution. Here, a simplified size 

representation is included for BrC aerosol, assuming two different size distributions for BB and 
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BF OC based on previous studies of BrC in snow (Lin et al., 2014). All other OC in SNICAR is 

treated with the default OC size distribution and optical properties (Hess et al., 1998).   

 2.3 Experimental Design 

 The model was run at a horizontal resolution of 0.9˚ latitude by 1.25˚ longitude with 30 

vertical levels. Each simulation covers 10 years from 2005 to 2014 (with one year for spin up) 

and has prescribed monthly sea surface temperature and sea ice concentration for the simulation 

period (Hurrell et al., 2008). The emissions consist of monthly BC, POA, SOA gas (SOAG), and 

sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions from CMIP6 (Feng et al., 2020), which utilizes open BB 

emissions from the Global Fire Emission Database version 4 with small fires (GFED4s (van der 

Werf et al., 2017)) and anthropogenic emissions from the Community Emissions Data System 

(CEDS (Hoesly et al., 2018)). Zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds are nudged to the Modern-Era 

Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al., 

2017)) reanalysis data. Three experiments were run following the aforementioned setup, all of 

which include BC and POA tagging. NOBRC is the control experiment with the default model 

configuration and includes the treatment of non-absorbing OC in snow in SNICAR. The BRC 

simulation includes BrC that does not undergo photochemical bleaching in the atmosphere and is 

treated for SDE in SNICAR. The BRC_PB simulation is the same as BRC, but includes a 

photochemical bleaching effect. Table 2 describes the different model runs. 

3 Model Validation 

 To validate our model, we compare our simulations to surface observations of in-snow 

BC concentration (CBC; ng g-1) and non-BC fraction of snow surface absorption (fnon-BC; %). The 

observations are from Doherty et al. (2010), X. Wang et al. (2013), and Doherty et al. (2014) that 

reported data from Arctic, China, and North American sample sites, respectively. Both CBC and 

fnon-BC are calculated from measurements of spectrally resolved absorption of snow impurities 

collected on a filter. By assuming an absorption Angstrom exponent (AAE) (λ= 450-600 nm) for 

BC and non-BC (or, alternatively, OC and dust separately) these studies are able to separate 

measured absorption into the fraction due to BC (fBC) and fnon-BC. By assuming a mass absorption 

cross-section (MAC) for BC of 5.0-6.3 m2g-1 (at λ= 550 nm), the fBC can be used to estimate BC 

mass. The assumptions for MAC may bias CBC high by ~20% and result in a low bias in fnon-BC, 
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while the assumptions for AAE may introduce an uncertainty of <50% (Doherty et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, these observations may exhibit significant high (CBC) and low (fnon-BC) bias for 

samples containing high concentrations of dust particles due to instrument measurement bias (X. 

Wang et al., 2013).  

 As this work is modeling BrC SDE, it would be ideal to validate the model with 

observations of OC in snow. However, this data is limited by challenges in collecting soluble and 

insoluble OC via filtration methods and the uncertainties in post depositional processes affecting 

OC (Hagler et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2009). Another option is to compare the BC equivalent 

concentration of non-BC absorbing aerosols (BCE) (Doherty et al., 2010; Ward et al., 2018), 

which requires assumptions about MAC from BC, dust, and BrC, in addition to the in-snow 

concentrations of each. This comparison is neglected in this study given the variation in modeled 

BrC MAC due to emission source and photochemical bleaching (Supplementary Figure S2). 

 Figure 2 shows the comparison of CBC (Fig. 2a) and fnon-BC (Fig. 2b) from model and 

observations. Data is summarized in Tables S1 and S2 and the sample time and location are 

matched to the nearest month and latitude/longitude in the model simulations. The model does 

reasonably well in reproducing the observed CBC (Fig. 2a). The majority of the modeled data fall 

within a factor of 5 of the observations (89%), while half of the modeled data falls within a 

factor of 2 of the observations. The model has the greatest overestimation of CBC in Southern 

Canada and the Northern Alaskan Coast, while it has the greatest underestimation in Svalbard, 

Ellesmere Island, and the Intermountain West of the US. The model tends to overestimate CBC 

with a median model bias of +58%. Tuccella et al. (2021) conduct a similar comparison in the 

chemical transport model GEOS-Chem and find that their model tends to underestimate CBC with 

a mean bias of -21%.  

 Figure 2b shows the fnon-BC between BRC_PB and BRC simulations, with pink 

connectors signifying an increase in modeled fnon-BC without photochemical bleaching, and light 

blue lines signifying a decrease. The BRC model simulation has a median positive bias of 21%, 

while the inclusion of photochemical bleaching (BRC_PB) has a median negative bias of -2.5%. 

This is a lower median bias than in the moderate absorbing BrC simulations from Tuccella et al. 

(2021), which tends to underestimate fnon-BC (-17%). That being said, the BRC_PB median bias is 

comparable to the Tuccella et al. (2021) high absorbing BrC simulations that do not take into 
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account photochemical aging (-3%). At nearly all of the sites, the BRC simulation has a higher 

fnon-BC than BRC_PB, with the exception of the Inner Mongolia samples, which decreased by 

around 2%. This change is not significant given that the Inner Mongolia samples (latitude range: 

40.8˚N-49.55˚N, longitude range: 107˚E-122˚E) correspond to regions of noise for the difference 

in BrC SDE from the two simulations (Fig. S3). The lack of consistency in SDE change between 

BrC and BrCPB may be explained by relatively small changes in this regions high dust 

deposition and/or variation in the seasonal snow cover fraction. The major outliers in Fig. 2b are 

the Qilan Mountains and China (Northeast Industrial), which are greatly underestimated in the 

model compared to observations. This may be due to a low bias in surface dust concentrations 

with this CESM dust scheme (M. Wu et al., 2019). 

 The interplay of BC and non-BC SDE can be inferred from comparisons of Fig. 2a and 

2b. A few of the observations where CESM tends to overestimate CBC also have an 

underestimation of fnon-BC (e.g., Western Russia, Canada, China (Northeast Industrial), North 

Alaskan Coast). Similarly, some of the sites that underestimate CBC overestimate fnon-BC (e.g., US 

Intermountain West, US Pacific Northwest, Svalbard). This doesn’t hold for all of the sites, 

however, and could be due in part to the previously mentioned dust transport and deposition 

biases in the model. Given the higher annual mass deposition flux of dust relative to BC and OC 

over many of these sites (Figs. S8, S9, S10), small disagreements between modeled and observed 

dust deposition may lead to large differences in fnon-BC. 

4 Model Results 

 4.1 BC, Dust, and BrC SDE in SNICAR 

 

 Figure 3 compares the instantaneous SDE from dust, BC, BrC with photochemical 

bleaching (BrCPB), and BrC without photochemical bleaching (Note: BrC is used to refer 

generically to brown carbon, but in reference to model simulations it represents brown carbon 

without photochemical bleaching). Combustion sectors vary for BC and BrCPB/BrC, with Fig. 

3b representing contributions from BB, BF, and FF sectors to BC SDE, while Fig. 3c,d show 

contributions only from BB and BF to BrCPB/BrC SDE. The BrCPB/BrC SDE are calculated by 

taking the difference in OC SDE from the BRC/BRC_PB simulations and the NOBRC 
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simulation. This neglects contributions from SOA and FF POA, which are not treated as BrC. 

The global BC SDE (0.057 Wm-2) is similar to SDE calculated in Flanner et al. (2007) of 0.041-

0.044 Wm-2 (only for the land contribution, which is used in this study unless otherwise noted). 

Here BC SDE is larger compared to dust (0.014 Wm-2) and BrCPB (0.021 Wm-2), and 

contributes more to SDE in South Eastern Asia due to FF BC deposition. However, global land 

mean BrC SDE (0.056 Wm-2) is comparable to BC. The inclusion of other non-BrC sources for 

OC (FF POM and SOA) increases the OC terrestrial global mean SDE to 0.032 and 0.067 Wm-2 

for bleaching and non-bleaching  simulations, respectively, making OC SDE without bleaching 

effect larger than the all sources of BC combined. The global BrC SDE appears to be driven by 

larger BrC contributions to Siberian and Antarctic SDE. For both BC and BrC, the main global 

regions where SDE is the largest are the the Arctic and northern latitudes, the Tibetan Plateau 

(TP), and Antarctica, with maximum BrC and BC SDE of around 1 Wm-2.  

 

 Relative contributions to the total BC+dust+BrC SDE (Fig. 4) illustrate some of the main 

modes of annual absorption in the snowpack for the different LAPs.  Dust presides in a few 

isolated regions, accounting for ~60% of the absorption over central North America and eastern 

Asia, and up to ~90% of the absorption east of the Karakum Desert and the Aral Sea (Fig. 4a, 

4b). The impact of BC is noted near high density population centers (Fig. 4c, 4d; ~70-80% on the 

east coast of North America, >90% in Northwest Asia) indicating BF and FF contributions. 

Strongly absorbing BrC (Fig. 4e) contributes more to in-snow absorption in South America 

(~70%), Antarctica (~80%), Eastern Asia (60%), and the Greenland coast (~60%), than its 

counterpart BrCPB (Fig. 4f; ~40%, ~30%, ~30%, and ~20%, respectively). This dramatic drop in 

BrC SDE (and increase in BC SDE) indicates long-range transport and enhanced photochemical 

bleaching for these receptor regions. BrC also accounts for a majority of SDE in Afghanistan and 

Mongolia (Fig. 4e; up to ~60%) with little change from BrC bleaching (Fig. 4f). This may 

indicate contributions from local emission sources.  

 The BrC-to-BC ratio of globally averaged SDE is 37% and 98% for BrCPB and BrC, 

respectively. This corresponds to a range in BrC SDE of 0.021-0.056 Wm-2 (0.0071-0.016 Wm-2 

when scaled by a CESM land area fraction of 29.2%), which is a larger contribution to global 

SDE than in other modeling experiments (Table 3). High-latitude BC deposition tends to be 

lower in the Lin et al. (2014) simulations compared to simulations from Flanner et al. (2007, 

2009) – the latter of which are more similar to this study in their use of CAM3 and CLM3 – 
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suggesting that variations in BC and OC deposition between our simulations and Lin et al. 

(2014) may partly explain differences in BrC SDE and BrC-to-BC ratio. Another possible 

explanation is a difference in snow cover between the two models, where offline snow cover 

fraction is lower in Lin et al. (2014) over Asia than in coupled atmosphere-land simulations in 

Flanner et al. (2007, 2009). Lastly, the use of different snow albedo parameterizations – Dang et 

al. (2015) in Tuccella et al. (2021) versus SNICAR in this study – may explain our larger SDE 

due to processes unique to SNICAR such as the collection of absorbing aerosols at the surface of 

snowpack and feedbacks on snow grain size and snow cover fraction. Assumptions regarding 

BrC MAC don’t seem to explain these model differences given that the BrC MAC in our 

simulations tends to be lower than BrC MAC in Tuccella et al. (2021) (Figure S2).  

4.2 Regional Impacts of BB+BF BrC 

 The tagging method applied to carbonaceous aerosol allows us to assess aerosol transport 

and contributions to SDE from the 12 different source regions. Figure 5 shows the deposition 

flux (µg m-2 day-1) of BB and BF POA (i.e., sources of BrC in our model) from each region 

defined in Fig. 1. By far the largest contributor to global deposition flux is Southern Africa 

(SAfr) (Fig. 5a) followed by Southeast Asia (SEAs) (Fig. 5g), Northern Asia (Nas) (Fig, 5i), 

South America (Sam) (Fig. 5c), and South Central Asia (SCAs) (Fig. 5h). Generally speaking, 

northern hemisphere (NH) emissions from North Africa (Nafr), North America (Nam), Nas, 

Europe (Eur), and the Arctic (Arc) remain in the NH, and southern hemisphere (SH) emissions 

from Aus and Sam remain in the SH. Emission sources nearer the equator (i.e., Safr, Tropical 

America (Tam), SCAs, and SEAs) can be transported to both NH and SH. With sources of 

aerosol in the SH at lower latitudes, the maximum SDE in Antarctica is expected to be lower 

than that in the Arctic (as shown in Fig. 3). However, more than half of the global BB aerosol are 

emitted from Safr, Sam, and Aus (van der Werf et al., 2017), indicating that strong burning 

seasons could have a large impact on the Antarctic SDE. In regard to the emissions near the 

equator, the mechanism for the transport of these emissions is driven by deep convection in the 

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), which transports aerosol to the upper atmosphere and 

allows for more efficient global distribution of BrC.  

 The effects of deep convection on the regional emissions are clear in Fig. 6, which shows 

the zonal mean vertical cross-section of BB and BF POA mixing ratio (ng kg-1) from each of the 
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tagged source regions. As indicated in Fig. 5, emission sources near the equator undergo strong 

vertical transport, resulting in the upper-level transport to both poles. The greatest vertical 

transport occurs in SEAs (Fig. 6g) and SCAs (Fig. 6h). In SEAs, the peak centered on ~0˚ 

latitude is due to BB emissions from Indonesia.  

 The total BrC SDE from Fig. 3 can be separated into regional contributions by weighting 

SDE by regional deposition flux (Fig. 5), as shown in Fig. 7. The global BrC SDE is split into 

contributions from hydrophobic and hydrophilic OC and is weighted by regional hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic OC deposition flux, respectively. These weighted values are then summed for 

each region. This strategy accounts for the relative contribution to BrC SDE from the two bulk 

OC representations in SNICAR, both of which have different meltwater scavenging rates in the 

snowpack.  

The major regional contributors to total BrC SDE do not necessarily correspond to the 

regions with highest deposition flux in Fig. 5. The proximity of NAs BB and BF emission 

sources to land snow and ice lead to the largest contribution to global land mean BrC SDE, 

0.0126 – which is 0.0064 Wm2 if the bleaching effect is considered (BrCPB; Fig. S4i) – 

concentrated over Asia, Greenland, and Alaska. The second largest contribution to global land 

mean SDE is from SEAs (0.0116/0.0034 Wm-2; Fig. 7g/Fig. S4g), with the greatest SDE over the 

Tibetan Plateau, Antarctica, and Greenland. The global land mean SEAs SDE from BrCPB is 

29% that of BrC, while the global land mean Nas BrCPB SDE is 51% that of BrC. This is telling 

of more effective bleaching of BrC from SEAs after emission and during transport to snow 

covered regions. Emissions from Nam (0.0084/0.0033 Wm-2; Fig. 7e/S4e) and Safr 

(0.0097/0.0027 Wm-2; Fig. 7a/S4a) are the next largest contributors to global BrC SDE. Similar 

to SEAs, Safr BrC is more impacted by photochemical bleaching leading to a BrCPB SDE that is 

28% that of BrC, compared to a Nam BrCPB SDE that is 39% that of BrC. The BrC (BrCPB) 

SDE regional contributions from Nas, SEAs, Safr, and Nam account for 22% (30%), 21% (16%), 

17% (13%), and 15% (15%) of the global BrC (BrCPB) SDE, respectively (Fig. 7, S4). 

 Figure 7 emphasizes that the distance of emission sources to snow and ice covered 

surfaces plays a large role in deposition and resulting SDE. This is true of Nam, Eur, and Nas 

impacts in the Arctic and its surrounding area. It is also exemplified by the SEAs (Fig. 7g) and 
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SCAs (Fig. 7h) regions, which contribute the most to BrC SDE over the TP. This is also an 

important consideration for the BrC treatment because the reduced aerosol transport may lead to 

less photochemical bleaching. As a result, the BrC that is deposited in the regions close to 

sources may be more absorbing than in distant regions. 

 4.3 Carbonaceous Aerosol Contributions to SDE in Major Receptor Regions 

 

 To understand the relative effects of BC and BrC on high-impact SDE zones, this study 

isolates 4 regions of focus: the Arctic and its surrounding area (60˚N–90˚N; referred to herein as 

“the Arctic”), the Antarctic (60˚S–90˚S), the Tibetan Plateau (TP; 25˚N–45˚N, 60˚E–110˚E), and 

the Rocky Mountains of the United States (RM; 37˚N–49˚N, 242˚E–258˚E) (Fig. S6). The RM 

and TP regions are roughly based on previous modeling studies of SDE in these regions (Rahimi 

et al. (2020) and Rahimi et al. (2019), respectively). Of these regions, the greatest contributions 

to the global SDE from BrC come from the Arctic (26.8% (BRC), 26.5% (BRC_PB)) and the 

Antarctic (48.7% (BRC), 35.5% (BRC_PB)) (Table 4).  

The fuel sector deposition-fluxes for BC and BrC are used to isolate the contributions to 

SDE from these carbonaceous species in each of these regions (Fig. 8). The fuel sectors are 

represented by orange (BB), blue (BF), red (FF), and teal (OC from FF and SOA deposition). 

The BrC and BrCPB SDE is plotted from the BRC and BRC_PB simulations, respectively. The 

BC SDE is from the BRC simulation. Figure 8 shows that BC SDE from all sources is the most 

prevalent forcing agent in most of these zones. The BC SDE is mostly due to BF and FF sectors, 

with larger fractional contributions from BB in the Arctic and the Antarctic. In the TP, the 

Arctic, and the Antarctic the BrCPB SDE (0.039, 0.047, and 0.084 Wm-2) is more than half the 

BC SDE from BB and BF (0.046, 0.067, and 0.126 Wm-2) (Table 5). However, the removal of 

the bleaching effect leads to a BrC SDE (0.078, 0.125, and 0.304 Wm-2) that is almost twice the 

BC SDE in TP and the Arctic, and more than twice the BC SDE in the Antarctic (Table 5). The 

Arctic and the Antarctic BC SDE are similar, with the former driven more by FF/BB and the 

latter driven more by BF/BB (though FF also contributes significantly to the Antarctic SDE). 

Surprisingly, BrCPB (BrC) SDE is the greatest in Antarctica, supplementing approximately half 

(twice) the regional SDE of BC from all sources (Fig. 8). Assuming that the actual BrC SDE lies 

somewhere between BrC and BrCPB, BrC may be the largest contributor to the Antarctic SDE 
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which is itself the largest regional contributor to global SDE. Also, this global contribution could 

be expected to be even larger than shown here given the lack of BrC SDE over sea ice in our 

model. Moreover, the reduction in land-atmosphere interactions in the model through nudging 

atmospheric circulation to MERRA-2 reanalysis may further enhance BrC SDE, as reported in 

Yasunari et al. (2015). 

 The non-BrC OC (i.e., the OC SDE from the NOBRC simulation) has significant 

contributions to SDE over the Arctic and the Antarctic, but has very little impact on SDE over 

RM and TP (Table 5; Fig. S7). This is due to the presence of high deposition rates of BC and 

dust in the RM and TP regions which darkens the underlying snow and corresponds to negative 

forcing for the weakly absorbing non-BrC (Figs. S8 and S10).  

 4.4 BB+BF Source Contributions to SDE in Major Receptor Regions 

 Figure 9 further separates the BB and BF source contributions to SDE into fractional 

contribution from the tagged emission sources described in Fig. 1. The sources are separated into 

BrC (Fig. 9a), BrCPB (Fig. 9b), and BC (Fig. 9c). Note that the range of y-axis values differs 

between panel a and panels b and c. 

 Most of these region’s SDE is driven by close-proximity sources. Over the RM receptor 

region, BrC SDE is driven by local emissions from NAm BB and BF. A 2% contribution to RM 

BB SDE also comes from NAs, though the overall effect on SDE is small due to weak 

contribution to global SDE from RM. The TP BrC SDE is mostly attributed to BF emissions 

from SCAs, NAs, and SEAs, and about one third the TP BrC SDE is associated with BB 

emissions from NAs. The majority of Arctic BrC SDE is associated with BB emissions from 

NAm, NAs, and to a lesser extent, Arc. BF emissions are a smaller contributor to Arctic BrC 

SDE (14%) and are mainly from Eur. The Antarctic has the most diverse set of aerosol sources 

of the four regions detailed here. As might be expected, most of the sources are from the SH, but 

a large fraction of BB and BF emissions also come from SCAs and SEAs. Just under half of the 

BB BrC SDE in Antarctica can be attributed to SEAs emissions from Indonesian BB, while the 

rest comes from SAfr, SAm, and Aus. Emissions from BF sources in SAfr and SAm drive BrC 

BF SDE, but significant contributions are also associated with SCAs, SEAS, and TAm sources. 

Inclusion of the photochemical bleaching effect (BrCPB; Fig. 9b) does little to change the 
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relative source contributions to SDE. However, the magnitudes of the BB and BF BrCPB SDE in 

RM, TP, the Arctic, and the Antarctic are reduced to 57%, 50%, 38%, and 28% the forcing of 

BrC, respectively.  

 The BC SDE in the four receptor regions (Fig. 9c) has slightly different source and sector 

contributions to SDE than BrC. Larger relative contributions from BF than BB for BC compared 

to BrC/BrCPB can be partly explained by the higher BC/OC emission ratios from this sector. 

Over RM, the BC SDE follows a similar source region makeup as BrC but with more of an 

influence from SEAs/SCAs BF. In TP, there is a larger contribution from SCAs BF BC than for 

BrC. Also, the BB BC SDE in TP consists more of BB emissions from Eur than BrC. Similar to 

TP, the Arctic has larger Eur contribution to BB BC SDE. This can be explained by ~88% of 

emissions from GFED consisting of Savannah and Agriculture categories with higher BC/OC 

emission ratios (van der Werf et al., 2017), which have a greater impact on BC SDE than BrC 

SDE in the model. The Arctic SDE has various BC BF sources from the NH, but is also affected 

by long-range transport from SCAs, SEAs, and SAfr. Lastly, Antarctica SDE has considerably 

more of an influence from BF BC aerosol deposition compared to the other regions. The BB BC 

SDE has a larger contribution from SAfr than BrC SDE due to higher BC/OC emission ratios 

from SAfr in GFED. Emissions of BC from the SAfr region also drive BF BC SDE followed by 

SEAs, SAm, and SCAs. 

 4.5 Seasonal Variation in SDE over Major Receptor Regions 

 Another important factor in understanding the global climate impact of BrC SDE is the 

seasonality of BrC in the four receptor regions. Figure 10a shows the monthly average 

BrC/BrCPB SDE (solid line/dashed line), color-coded by the four receptor regions: RM (orange), 

TP (purple), the Arctic (green), and the Antarctic (maroon). The shaded range in SDE represents 

±1 standard deviation about the 10-yr monthly mean.  

 The monthly variation in BrC SDE in the four regions shows that global SDE has three 

main forcing modes: February (RM/TP), May (Arctic), and December (Antarctic) (BC+dust 

SDE in our model has a similar multi-modal pattern (Fig. S11)).  The largest maximum monthly 

SDE due to BrC/BrCPB is in Antarctica (1.16/0.32 Wm-2), followed by the Arctic (0.48/0.15 

Wm-2), TP (0.23/0.12 Wm-2), and RM (0.04/0.02 Wm-2). Having a seasonality in SDE – both for 
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BrC and BC+dust – indicates that regional impacts on meltwater runoff and climate forcing 

differ greatly about the globe and can sustain a 10-month period when SDE contributes 

significantly to regional climate forcing. The range in seasonal maxima in the different regions 

indicates a complex interplay of local conditions that include, but are not limited to, surface 

insolation, snow cover fraction, and in-snow LAPs.  

 The role of SDE factors at the four receptor regions is explored in Fig. 10b, which shows 

the temporal cross-correlation (TCC) of five mechanisms accounted for in calculations of SDE in 

SNICAR (see Eq. S1). These include snow-cover fraction (%), BrC deposition flux (kg m-2 s-1), 

downwelling shortwave (SW) surface flux (Wm-2), snow surface layer OC (kg m-2), and 

snowmelt (mm s-1). The variables snowmelt, snow cover fraction, and surface OC are impacted 

by feedbacks from BrC SDE. The TCC is used to compare the offset, or lag, in the seasonal 

cycling of these variables, where a coefficient of 1.0 indicates that the cycles are correlated (i.e., 

no offset in the cycles), a coefficient of -1.0 indicates that cycles are anti-correlated (i.e., offset 

by π radians), and a coefficient of 0 means the cycles are offset by π/2 radians. Due to the 

similarities between BrC and BrCPB, TCC are only calculated for BrC. 

 The lower latitude regions, RM and TP, have similar behavior in Fig. 10b. Snow 

conditions in RM may favor the accumulation of insoluble OC aerosol on the surface of the 

snowpack as well as large effective snow radius changes with melting snow given that its 

BrC/BrCPB SDE is strongly correlated with surface OC concentrations (0.84) and snowmelt 

(0.88), respectively. This region also has a BrC SDE that is correlated with snow-cover fraction 

(0.69), indicating the importance of the seasonal snow cover in this region for SDE. Seasonal 

snow cover also drives a weak anti-correlation of RM BrC SDE with the direct deposition flux of 

BB and BF BrC (-0.43) and the surface insolation (-0.42), due to there being no snow in the peak 

months for BrC deposition (August) and surface insolation (June). The TP has a similar 

correlation to snow-cover fraction (0.76) and snow surface OC (0.85) as RM, as well as a similar 

anti-correlation to BB and BF BrC deposition flux (-0.35) and surface insolation (-0.25). A slight 

negative correlation with snowmelt (-0.4) may be indicative of a larger spread in peak snowmelt 

over TP, where snowmelt decreases during the peak rainfall season of June to August (Krishnan 

et al., 2016) but increases again in September through November (Fig. S12). In addition to being 

strongly correlated with surface OC concentrations, both RM and TP BrC SDE have a strong 
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correlation with integrated column OC concentrations (0.98 and 0.99, respectively) (Fig. S13). 

This indicates the importance of hydrophobic aerosol retention within the snowpack and on the 

snow surfaces of these two regions. 

 The Arctic and the Antarctic regions both differ from RM and TP in a persistence of 

larger snow cover fractions throughout the entire year (Fig. S14). Based on Fig. 10b snow cover 

appears to be less of a limiting factor at the poles with a nearly uncorrelated BrC SDE with snow 

cover fraction in the Arctic (-0.23), while in the Antarctic there is a slight anti-correlation (-

0.41). Where these two regions show higher TCC is in the correlation of BrC SDE with surface 

SW insolation (Arctic: 0.73, Antarctic: 0.95) and snowmelt (Arctic: 0.97, Antarctic: 0.79). The 

Arctic BrC SDE maximum agrees well with previous reporting of peak incident solar radiation 

on land-ice (Flanner et al., 2009). Based on these TCC, the feedbacks on snow albedo with 

snowmelt appear to play a larger role in the Arctic BrC SDE while peak solar flux correlates 

better with the Antarctic BrC SDE. This may be due to the Antarctic snow surface being 

centered about 90˚S, while the Arctic land snow surface is spread over slightly lower latitudes. 

The Antarctic also has a uniquely high correlation with BB and BF BrC deposition (0.6) 

compared to other regions. This correlation is driven by BB BrC deposition (Fig. S13), with peak 

deposition in October (Fig. S15). The BrC deposition over Antarctica is much lower than other 

regions, but BrC SDE and surface OC have a strong TCC (0.95). This may indicate the 

importance of hydrophobic OC retention in snowpack and concentration at the surface for BrC 

SDE in Antarctica. 

 What this comparison illuminates is the importance of different physical mechanisms for 

the calculated BrC SDE in the four receptor regions detailed here. How snow cover fraction is 

modeled can have a large impact on modeled SDE in lower latitude regions (e.g., RM, TP). 

Furthermore, representing feedbacks in snow albedo due to snow grain-size evolution and 

aerosol melt-water scavenging could have large impacts for aerosol SDE maxima across the 

globe (e.g., Qian et al., 2014). 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

 The implementation of BrC deposition on snow has only been included in a few 

modeling studies with a variety of assumptions made to take into account the evolving 
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understanding of this atmospheric process. These assumptions include constant BrC RI for 

primary and secondary sources (Jacobson, 2012; Yasunari et al., 2014) or a range of BrC RI to 

take into account the variation due to source region burning conditions and photochemical 

bleaching (Lin et al., 2014; Tuccella et al., 2021). Our work differs from these previous studies 

in its treatment of primary BrC absorption as temporally and spatially varied, dependent on 

emission source and photochemical bleaching. The photochemical bleaching effect is stronger 

near the equator than at the poles (due to higher [OH] in the tropics) while the emission of BrC 

from sources with higher BC-to-POA ratio (e.g., BF, BB from savannah and grass fires) tends to 

be more absorbing. This leads to a complex interplay of source and transport that contributes to a 

range of BrC imaginary RI over different snow surfaces across the globe. 

 When compared to observations (Fig. 2), this work shows an improvement in CESM of 

fnon-BC when BrC photochemical bleaching is included (median model bias of -2.5%). Outliers in 

this comparison are attributed to dust biases in CAM. This BRC_PB simulation is closer to 

observations than Tuccella et al. (2021), which reported a median model bias of -17%. The 

BRC_PB simulation is more similar to the high absorbing test of (Tuccella et al., 2021) (median 

model bias -3.0%) that assumes no photochemical bleaching. 

 Our model simulates a global BrC/BrCPB SDE that is comparable to BC SDE and is 

higher than that calculated in other studies (Fig. 3). The ratio of globally averaged BrC-to-BC 

SDE ranges from 37% to 98% between simulations with and without photochemical bleaching, 

respectively. This is larger than other estimates of BrC SDE, which range from 15-30% BC SDE 

(Lin et al., 2014; Tuccella et al., 2021). This could be partly explained by differences in snow 

cover fraction and aerosol deposition between the different host models (Lin et al., 2014). Also, 

the aerosol feedbacks on snow cover fraction and snow grain size treated in SNICAR may lead 

to larger SDE than in Tuccella et al. (2021), which uses a snow albedo parameterization without 

these physical mechanisms. 

  Regional tagging identifies the four major source regions of BrC deposition in our model 

as SAfr, SEAs, NAs, and SAm (Fig. 5). Emission sources near the equator allow for transport of 

BrC into both the SH and the NH. This is especially true of SEAs, where BB emissions from 

Indonesia are lifted into the upper atmosphere and transported poleward (Fig. 6). When regional 
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deposition flux is used to weight BrC SDE, a different hierarchy emerges for regional 

contributions to SDE (Fig. 7, S4). The tagged NAs region contributes the most to global BrC 

(BrCPB) SDE (22% (30%)) followed by SEAs (21% (16%)) and SAfr (17% (13%)). The SAm 

region plays a smaller role in SDE than it does in global BrC deposition and is superseded by 

NAm (15% (15%)) as the fourth largest contributor to global BrC (BrCPB) SDE. The impact of 

each tagged region on SDE depends on its proximity to land snow and ice surfaces given the 

larger global contributions to SDE from NAs and NAm. Transport from equatorial emission 

sources such as SAfr and SEAs is an exception to this rule. Photochemical bleaching also 

impacts SDE, where long-range transport and equatorial emissions undergo stronger 

photochemical bleaching. Going from BrC to BrCPB, there is a reduction of regional global 

fraction of SDE in SAfr, SEAs, and SAm and, conversely, an increase in regional global fraction 

of SDE in NAs and NAm. This describes a weaker bleaching in NAs and NAm (i.e., less of a 

difference in BrC versus BrCPB SDE), and a stronger bleaching in equatorial emissions (i.e., 

more difference in BrC versus BrCPB SDE). 

 While the previous findings describe the relative contributions from emission sources to 

global SDE, this study also addresses the attribution of tagged emissions of BC and BrC to 

specific SDE receptor regions. The RM, TP, Arctic, and Antarctic regions (Fig. S6) are chosen 

for their contributions to global climate impacts of SDE, both due to their proximity to 

population centers (e.g., RM, TP, Arctic) and their majority share of the Earth’s cryosphere (e.g., 

Arctic, Antarctic). Of these four zones, the Arctic and the Antarctic are the largest contributors to 

global SDE (Fig. 8), in large part due to their expansive snow surface area. The BC SDE from all 

sources tends to be the most prevalent forcing agent. BrCPB SDE is comparable to BC SDE 

from the same sources, and the removal of photochemical bleaching leads to a BrC SDE that is 

consistently larger than BB+BF BC SDE. This is especially true in the Antarctic, which is 

already estimated as the largest regional contributor to global SDE in CESM. This suggests that 

BrC may have a larger impact on Antarctic SDE than has been shown previously. That being 

said, there is uncertainty in this finding given the lack of land-based observational data from 

Antarctica. 

 Further isolating the BB and BF sectors in the receptor regions into their emission regions 

(Fig. 9) reinforces the importance of proximity of emission to SDE. This is especially true of the 
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RM and TP regions, which are influenced by NAm and SCAs/NAs/SEAs sources, respectively. 

The SDE in polar regions – the Arctic and the Antarctic – is mainly affected by the 

corresponding hemispheric sources. The exceptions to this rule are mainly in Antarctica, where 

transport from equatorial emission sources in SEAs, SCAs, and TAm contributes significantly to 

SDE. Proximity of source also contributes to photochemical bleaching impacts, where the ratio 

of BrCPB to BrC in RM, TP, the Arctic, and the Antarctic is 57%, 50%, 38%, and 28%, 

respectively. Lastly, in Fig. 9 the comparison of BC and BrC/BrCPB highlights the larger impact 

on BC SDE from sources with larger BC-to-POA emission ratios. These emission sources 

include BF emission sources and Eur and SAfr BB emissions. This is seen in the larger relative 

contribution to SDE from BC BF emissions, larger contributions from Eur BB BC to SDE in the 

Arctic and TP, and greater contributions from SAfr BB BC to SDE in Antarctica and the Arctic. 

 Seasonal variation in BrC/BrCPB SDE over the four receptor regions exhibits a span in 

regional peak SDE, supplying a near-annual input to global SDE (Fig. 10a). The range in 

regional modes in SDE reflects an interaction of the environmental factors that affect SDE 

calculations. These range from processes external to SDE such as surface insolation and BrC 

deposition, to factors like surface OC concentrations, snow cover fraction, and snow melt that 

are tied to BrC SDE. In RM and TP, BrC SDE has a high TCC with snowmelt and surface 

concentrations of OC, indicating the importance of hydrophobic retention, aerosol scavenging, 

and snow grain evolution in these regions. Snow cover fraction is also correlated with BrC SDE 

in RM and TP, demonstrating how the seasonality of snow cover limits the extent of SDE. In the 

Arctic and the Antarctic, where snow and land ice are present year-round, BrC SDE has a better 

correlation with insolation and snowmelt. This year-round snow cover is most evident in 

Antarctica (Fig. S14), which results in a high correlation between SDE and BB deposition flux 

(Fig. S13). Peak deposition over Antarctica (0.12 ng m-2 s-1) is almost two orders of magnitude 

smaller than the other regions (RM: 9.93 ng m-2 s-1, TP: 4.72 ng m-2 s-1, Arctic: 6.13 ng m-2 s-1). 

However, BrC SDE is strongly correlated with snow surface and in-column OC suggesting that 

the Antarctic BrC SDE is a result of OC accumulation in the snowpack. All of the regions here 

exhibit some sort of dependence on modeled snow, such as snowmelt, snow cover, or aerosol 

accumulation in the snowpack. As a result, the representation of the feedbacks between aerosol 

and snow in the model may have a large impact on the seasonality of BrC, BC, and dust SDE 

calculations in models.  
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 The estimations of BrC and BC SDE in this work are likely biased low due to 

assumptions made in designing these experiments. First, our version of SNICAR neglects SDE 

over sea ice. Including sea-ice would increase the surface area that could be darkened by 

absorbing aerosols, increasing the regional contribution to global SDE. In the Arctic and the 

Antarctic, including sea ice would increase the snow and ice surface area of these regions by 

64% and 74%, respectively (Table S3, Fig. S16). In this study, the model also neglects embedded 

BC and BrC in snow grains, the former of which can increase SDE 43%-86% compared to 

treating BC as externally mixed in the snowpack (Flanner et al., 2012; He et al., 2018b; H. Wang 

et al., 2020). Incorporating a more detailed secondary BrC formation mechanism might also 

increase BrC SDE, as NOx-driven absorption enhancement (Li et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2017; 

Zhong & Jang, 2014) might contribute to a stronger absorbing SOA than treated here. Lastly, 

prescribing sea surface temperatures and using MERRA-2 to nudge atmospheric winds in our 

model likely have the effect of dampening ocean-atmosphere and land-atmosphere interactions. 

Work by Yasunari et al. (2015) suggests that feedbacks from changes in circulation and 

precipitation in free-running atmosphere simulations may enhance LAP SDE. 

 With increasing BB activity in both North America (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016; 

Torres et al., 2020) and record breaking BB events in the SH (Hirsch & Koren, 2021) comes an 

increase in BrC emissions. These aerosol emissions have the potential to be deposited on snow 

and ice and contribute to global SDE and cryosphere decline. Absorption from BrC may have a 

larger impact on surface forcing than previously thought, with contributions comparable to BC. 

Low confidence in BrC forcing hinges on a dearth of model simulations that simulate BrC in the 

atmosphere and deposited on snow. Additional modeling studies that include a variation in BrC 

absorption properties on snow in addition to complex aerosol-snow feedbacks are necessary to 

better understand the role of BrC in the climate and cryosphere. 
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Figure Captions: 

 
Figure 1: A depiction of the 12 different regions applied to POA and BC emissions from biomass burning and 

biofuel sectors in the aerosol tagging scheme. The region names are: Arctic (Arc), North America (NAm), Tropical 

America (TAm), South America (SAm), Europe (Eur), Northern Africa (NAfr), Southern Africa (SAfr), Northern 

Asia (NAs), South Central Asia (SCAs), Southeast Asia (SEAs), Australia (Aus), and all other island and oceanic 

emissions (Other). 

 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of snow surface variables from model and observations. (a) BC in snow concentration (ng g-

1) and (b) non-BC absorption fraction (%). These data are referenced in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. The central 

solid line is the 1:1 line in both plots, while panel (a) shows 1:2/2:1, 1:5/5:1, and 1:10/10:1 lines (large to small 

dashes, respectively) and Panel (b) shows 1:2/2:1 lines (large dashes). Panel (b) shows a range in the two simulated 

brown carbon simulations, with photochemical bleaching (BRC_PB) and without (BRC). When BRC – BRC_PB is 

positive, the range is denoted with a pink line; if negative, the range is marked with a light blue line.   

 

 

Figure 3: Modeled snow darkening effect (SDE) from different light absorbing particles. Contributions to total SDE 

(Wm-2) calculated in SNICAR from the three absorbing species: a) dust, b) black carbon (BC), and c, d) brown 

carbon (BrC), with and without atmospheric photochemical bleaching, respectively. The BC SDE includes all source 

contributions (i.e., fossil fuel, biofuel, and biomass burning), while BrC only includes biomass burning and biofuel 

contributions to SDE. The SDE is averaged over all land grid areas, with and without snow cover. Numbers at the 

upper-right corner of each panel are the corresponding global land mean SDE. 
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Figure 4: Percent contributions of BC, dust, and BrC to the total (BC+dust+BrC) SDE. These values are from the 

BRC simulation (a, c, e) and the BRC_PB simulation (b, d, f). Values from three subplots of each of the column add 

up to 100% for all grid cells.  

 

 

Figure 5: Regional contributions to the 10-year mean POA deposition flux (µg m-2 day-1) from BB and BF sources. 

Deposition is from the BRC simulation and the regions in each panel are described in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 6: Regional contribution to the 10-year, zonal mean vertical cross section of POA mixing ratio (ng kg-1) 

from BB and BF sources. The POA mixing ratio is from the BRC simulation, and the regions are described in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Figure 7: Regional contribution to the 10-year mean BrC snow darkening effect (SDE; Wm-2) from BB and BF 

sources. The SDE is from the BRC simulation (non-bleaching BrC) so it represents the upper bound for BrC 

contribution to SDE. Emission regions are marked in each panel with a solid black box and correspond to the 

regions in Fig. 1. The BrC SDE is averaged over all land grid areas, with and without snow cover. The ratio (in %) 

of the total regional BrC SDE to the total is shown in the lower left of each subplot.  

 

 

Figure 8: Fuel sector contributions to regional SDE. Total contributions from BC and OC to the 10-year mean SDE 

over the four regions: Rocky Mountains (RM), Tibetan Plateau (TP), the Arctic, and the Antarctic. These 

contributions are broken down into their sector contributions: fossil fuels (red), biofuel (blue), and biomass burning 

(orange). Contributions from BrC are from both simulations, with (BrC) and without photochemical bleaching 

(BrCPB); BC is from the BRC simulation. The SDE is averaged over all land grid areas in the region, with and 

without snow cover. 

 

 

Figure 9: Source contributions to regional SDE. Contributions from biomass burning (BB) and biofuel (BF) sources 

of (a) BrC, (b) BrCPB, and (c) BC to the 10-year mean SDE over the four regions detailed in Fig. S6: Rocky 

Mountains, Tibetan Plateau, the Arctic, and the Antarctic. Source regions are specified in Fig. 1. The SDE is 

averaged over all land grid areas in the region, with and without snow cover. 

 

 

Figure 10: Seasonal variation in regional BrC SDE and correlation with variables affecting SDE calculations. A) 

Variation of 10-year monthly mean (± one standard deviation) BrC and BrCPB SDE from the four regions described 

in Fig. 8, and b) temporal cross-correlation between monthly mean BrC SDE and variables that play into the 

calculation of SDE, including snow fraction (%), BrC deposition flux (kg m-2 s-1), downwelling shortwave surface 

flux (Wm-2), snow surface layer OC (kg m-2), snowmelt (mm s-1). Colors represent the Rocky Mountains (orange), 

the Tibetan Plateau (purple), the Arctic (green), and the Antarctic (maroon). The dashed line in Panel a denotes 

BrCPB. The SDE is averaged over all land grid areas in the region, with and without snow cover. 
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Table 1: Description of the tagged carbonaceous aerosols (BC and POA) in the model simulations used in this 

study. Each tagged species is separated into three fuel sectors (biomass burning (BB), biofuel (BF), and fossil fuels 

(FF)). The BB and BF sectors are further separated into 12 regional tags that are defined in Fig. 1. For POA, the BB 

and BF sectors are treated as brown carbon (BrC) based on model implementation described in Brown et al. (2018). 

Tagged 

Species 
Sector(s) Source Region(s) 

BC Biomass Burning (BB) 

Biofuel (BF) 

Arctic (Arc) 

North America (NAm) 

Tropical America (TAm)  

South America (SAm) 

Europe (Eur) 

Northern Africa (NAfr) 

Southern Africa (SAfr) 

Northern Asia (NAs) 

South Central Asia (SCAs) 

Southeast Asia (SEAs) 

Australia (Aus) 

Island and oceanic emissions (Other) 

BC Fossil Fuel (FF) Global 

POA (BrC) Biomass Burning (BB) 

Biofuel (BF) 

Arctic (Arc) 

North America (NAm) 

Tropical America (TAm)  

South America (SAm) 

Europe (Eur) 

Northern Africa (NAfr) 

Southern Africa (SAfr) 

Northern Asia (NAs) 

South Central Asia (SCAs) 

Southeast Asia (SEAs) 

Australia (Aus) 

Island and oceanic emissions (Other) 

POA Fossil Fuel (FF) Global 
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Table 2: Description of the model simulations used in this study 

Model 

Run 

Simulation

Period 
Simulation type Description 

NOBRC 2005-2014 Single model run 

with u and v winds 

nudged towards 

MERRA-2 reanalysis 

data 

Default CAM5.4 with non-absorbing in-snow 

OC treated in SNICAR 

BRC 2005-2014 Same as NOBRC  CAM5.4 with the Brown et al. (2018) 

atmospheric BrC treatment without 

photochemical bleaching, and with in-snow BrC 

treated in SNICAR 

BRC_PB 2005-2014 Same as NOBRC Same as BRC but including the BrC 

photochemical bleaching effect  
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Table 3: Summary of modeled brown carbon (BrC) snow darkening effect (SDE) from this and previous modeling 

studies.  

Model Simulation Global Brown Carbon 

SDE (Wm-2) 

Global BrC:BC SDE 

Ratio 

BrC SDE Model Treatment 

This work (Similar in 

treatment to Flanner et al. 

(2007, 2009)) 

0.0071–0.016 37%–98%  Community Earth System Model 

(CESM) 

 Coupled Snow, Ice, and Aerosol 

Radiative (SNICAR) model for 

land ice and snow 

 Calculated instantaneous 

radiative forcing 

 No BrC SDE on sea ice 

 Instantaneous surface forcing 

Tuccella et al. (2021) 0.0051-0.0095 15%-30%  GEOS-Chem 

 Offline snow and ice albedo 

parameterization for land and sea 

ice 

 Calculated effective radiative 

forcing 

Lin et al. (2014) 0.0020–0.0055 Up to 24%  Integrated Massively Parallel 

Atmospheric Chemical Transport 

(IMPACT) model 

 Offline SNICAR for land snow 

and ice 

 Offline Community Ice Code 

Version 4 (CICE4) for sea ice 

 Calculated effective radiative 

forcing 

Note: Both Tuccella et al., (2021) and Lin et al. (2014) report effective radiative forcing (difference in radiative 

fluxes at the surface between different model simulations), while this study reports instantaneous snow forcing 

(difference in absorption between model with and without BrC). Reported Global BrC SDE are all global area 

averages with a range representing different BrC treatments. As this work reports land snow and ice SDE, these 

values have been scaled by a land area fraction of 29.2% to reflect a global average. Note that the BrC SDE from 

Lin et al. (2014) is a present-day radiative forcing estimate, scaled from its original pre-industrial radiative forcing 

by Tuccella et al., (2021). 
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Table 4: Regional means of Brc SDE and their contribution to the global mean BrC SDE. As the regional and global 

means are calculated over land areas only, percent contribution is calculated by scaling regional means by land 

surface area in each of the chosen sectors. These sectors are the Arctic (60˚N–90˚N), the Antarctic (60˚S–90˚S), the 

Tibetan Plateau (TP; 25˚N–45˚N, 60˚E–110˚E), and the Rocky Mountains of the United States (RM; 37˚N–49˚N, 

242˚E–258˚E). Regional means are scaled by land area fraction such that the SDE from all regions adds up to the 

global land mean BrC SDE. 

Regions % Land Area Area weighted 

BrC SDE (Wm-2) 

Area Weighted 

BrCPB SDE (Wm-2) 

BrC 

Contribution 

BrCPB 

Contribution 

RM 1.08 % 7.5610-5 4.3210-5 0.14 % 0.21 % 

TP 6.44 % 0.005 0.003 8.95 % 14.3% 

Arctic 12.04 % 0.015 0.006 26.8 % 28.6 % 

Antarctic 9.01 % 0.027 0.008 48.7 % 38.1 % 

All other 71.43 % 0.0086 0.004 15.41 % 18.8% 

Global 100 % 0.056 0.021 100 % 100 % 
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Table 5: Regional and global mean SDE (Wm-2) for BC, BrC, BrC with photochemical bleaching (BrCPB), and 

non-BrC sources for the fuel sectors described in Fig. 9. Included are ±1 standard deviation. All BC values are 

calculated from the BRC simulation. The SDEs are averaged over all land grid areas, with and without snow cover. 

 

 Rocky 

Mountain 

Tibetan 

Plateau 
Arctic Antarctic Global 

BC       

BB 0.004±0.0002 0.007±0.0006 0.049±0.018 0.060±0.019 0.011±0.003 

BF 0.001±0.0015 0.040±0.008 0.018±0.006 0.066±0.009 0.014±0.001 

FF 0.007±0.0089 0.055±0.012 0.099±0.017 0.049±0.007 0.033±0.002 

Total 0.012±0.011 0.101±0.024 0.166±0.038 0.175±0.025 0.057±0.005 

BrC        

BB 0.007±0.0008 0.026±0.003 0.11±0.032 0.220±0.082 0.035±0.007 

BF 0.001±0.0059 0.053±0.012 0.015±0.003 0.084±0.014 0.022±0.002 

Total 0.007±0.0066 0.078±0.014 0.125±0.032 0.304±0.078 0.056±0.007 

BrCPB       

BB 0.004±0.0004 0.012±0.001 0.041±0.012 0.060±0.002 0.011±0.002 

BF 0.0005±0.003 0.027±0.005 0.006±0.0011 0.024±0.004 0.010±0.001 

Total 0.004±0.004 0.039±0.006 0.047±0.012 0.084±0.023 0.021 ±0.002 

Non-BrC      

Total 0.0004±0.0009 0.0004±0.003 0.040±0.004 0.069±0.007 0.011±0.0007 

 


